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ABSTRACT 

A Jones matrix operator is derived for a liquid crystal in the cholesteric phase for 
light incident normal to the molecular planes. We also derive a similar operator to include 
the effect of absorption. It is seen that, in general, the right and left circular polarizations 
are not the natural eigenstates. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The interaction of polarized light and liquid crystals of the cholesteric type is 

found useful in studying the properties of liquid crystals.' ,2 The cholesteric structure is 

characterized by molecules arranged in a stack of layers.2-4 Each layer is optically 
anisotropic and may be approximated by a thin waveplate with two principal indexes of 
refraction. The layers are rotated relative to each other in a helical fashion. This type of 
description of the liquid crystal was suggested by Oseen3 and deVries4 and discussed by 
many authors.' -7 

Based on this structure we will derive a Jones matrix operator for polarized light 
propagating along the helical axis.8 -" We will also derive the Jones matrix with 
absorption for light propagating along the helical axis. In the derivation of these 
operators and their interpretation we will follow closely the literature quoted in the 
references.'' s 

THEORY 

We will consider a plane monochromatic wave field propagating along the 
z- direction of a right- handed coordinate system. We will describe the state of polarization 
of this beam by the Jones vector with two components Ex, Ey of the electric field E. 
The x- and y- states of polarization are thus used as a basis for the matrix description. 

In the cholesteric liquid crystal structure each layer of molecules is anisotropic, and 
successive layers are gradually rotated through a small angle. Let the z -axis be chosen 
along the helical axis, which is also the direction of the propagation of light. Let xi and 
yj be the principal axes for the jth layer of molecules. Let nx be the refractive index for 
light propagating in the z- direction and plane polarized parallel to the xi-axis. Similarly 
let ny be the refractive index for plane polarized light along the yj -axis. Each molecular 
layer of elementary thickness Sz behaves like a waveplate whose matrix operator 
representation is 

Co (Sz) 
exp(iknxSz) 0 

0 exp(iknySz) 
(1) 

It is convenient to define the mean index as ñ = (nx + ny) /2 and the mean difference in 
index as 0 = (nx - ny)12. Then the operator for the elementary waveplate may be 
rewritten as 

/C\' 0(5 = exp(ikñSz)C(Sz) (2) 

where we defined C by 

exp(+ikOSz) 0 
C(Sz) (3) 

0 exp(-ikASz) 
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The principal refractive indexes are the same for all layers. The principal axes are rotated 
as we go along the helical axis. If p is the pitch of the helix, then the angle SO through 
which the neighboring layer is rotated is 

27r 
60 = 

P 
Sz -=-k 5z. (4) 

Let the planes be numbered 1, 2, 3..., j..., starting from the origin and advancing in the 
+z direction. By a right- handed cholesteric structure we will mean that structure where 
the principal axes (x1 +1, Yj +i) of the (j +l)th layer are rotated in the right -hand sense 
relative to the principal axes (xj, yj) of the jth layer (see Fig 1.). The matrix 
representation of the (j +l)th layer in the principal axis of the jth layer is 

1(150)Co(Sz)R(50). Here 14(4) is the rotation matrix for the infinitesimal rotation SO, 

where 

, cos S0 +sinS¢ 1 + S 
R(S¢) = _ (5) 

-sinS0 cosS -50 1 

Figure 1. Convention for right -handed structure. The z -axis is perpendicular 
to the plane of the paper and pointing toward the reader. 
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Consider that the liquid crystal of length L along the helical axis is divided in N 
slabs of thickness Sz = LIN. Without loss of generality we choose the fixed space set of 
axes along the principal axis of the first layer. For a liquid crystal made up of N layers, 
the combined matrix operator is the ordered product of N operators with the operator 
for each layer being described in the principal axis of the first layer. We define the 
matrix operator M when the number N is allowed to be indefinitely large as 

M = lim [ ' i( N- 1)802'0 (Sz)1Zj(N- 1)80]N...[R-' (SW)C°(Sz)R(SO)] 2 [Co(Sz)] 1. 
AT-+00 

(6) 

The subscript on the square brackets serves as the label for the layer. 
Owing to the property1 1 

-1 5 of the rotation matrices, Eq. (6) may be expressed as 

M = exp (ikiL)K1(kpL)lim[R(50)C(Sz)]N (7) 
N -oo 

where we have used the fact that NSO = kpL, NSz = L. The exponential in Eq. (7) is a 

c- number, not an operator. It merely describes the optical path length traveled by the 
light in a material of mean index ñ. 

We now proceed to obtain the limit as N -+ Do in Eq. (7). The infinitesimal 
operator in the square bracket in Eq. (7) has the form 

I + ikOSz +kSz 
R(S0)C(Sz) _ [kz 1 - ikOSz 

(8) 

In order to raise this operator to the Nth power it is convenient to express it in terms of 
the Pauli matrices; thus 

R(SO)C(Sz) = ao + iSz[(kO)u1 - kpa3 ] (9) 

Here ao is the 2 X 2 unit matrix and the Pauli matrices ai (i = 1,2,3) are chosen such 
that a1 is diagonal.' 2 -1 

S 

We now define the following quantities: 

1G = 
[k202 + kp2]1/2 , 

n1 = kO /0 , 

n3 = kp/ ' . 

Eq. (9) can be rewritten in terms of these quantities. When Eqs. (10) are used in the desired 
limit occurring in Eq. (7) we find 

lim[R(SO)C(Sz)]N = lim[ao + i iLtkn, a, - n3a3) } 

N->oo N- 
By the definition in Eq. (10) the quantities n,,n3 are such that 
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n12 + n32 = 1, 

and since the Pauli matrices anticommute,11 -15 the combination (n101 - n3 Q3) has the 
property 

(n1Q1 -n3Q3)2 = Qo. (12) 

These properties may be used in obtaining the binomial expansion of the square bracket 
raised to the power N in Eq. (11). The limit may be obtained for each term in the 
binomial expansion. It is then evident that the limit in Eq. (11) yields the exponential 
operator where 

lim[R(S0)C(Sz)]N = exp[iL>!i(n1 Q1 - n3Q3)] (13) 

Thus the complete operator for the liquid crystal when light travels along the axis of the 
helix is found by substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (7) where 

M = exp(ikñL)R-1(kpL)exp[iLknl a - n30 3)] . (14) 

The exponential operator occurring in Eq. (14) may then be expressed as a 2 X 2 matrix 
by using the property in Eq. (12). Thus 

exp[iLiJi(nl al - n3Q3)] = 
cosL0 + in sinL>!i 

-n3 sinL 0 

In the next section we give an interpretation of this operator. 

INTERPRETATION 

+n3 sinLili 

cosL -in1 sinLtIi 
. (15) 

The matrix operator M of the liquid crystal, based on the assumed form of the 
cholesteric structure, is given in Eq. (14), which is in three parts. It contains a c- number 
exponential that simply denotes the phase due to the material of thickness L and mean 
index ñ. This factor is followed by two operators. 

The exponential operator and the rotation operator in Eq. (14) are both unitary. 
They therefore induce rotations in the Stokes space10 -1 s (see Fig. 2) defined by the 
Stokes parameters s1, s2 , and s3 . The rotation operator R1(kpL) induces a rotation 
about the ±s3 axis through an angle (- 2kpL). It is important to note that the angle in the 
Stokes space is twice the angle implied by the Jones matrix. See, for example, Ref. 11. 
The states of polarization defined by ±s3 (namely the left and right circular polarization) 
are left unchanged by this operator. They are the eigenstatesi 1 of the rotation operator. 
The exponential operator in Eq. (14) induces a rotation in the Stokes space. The axis of 
rotation, Fig. 3, is defined by the components n1 and n3 along the s1 and s3 axes, 
respectively. For the convenience of interpretation and for drawing Fig. 3, we have taken 
the sign of ni and n3 as positive. The angle of rotation is 2./AP. The eigenstates of this 



Figure 2. Stokes space si, s2, and s3. The straight 
and circular arrows along the axes denote the 
type of polarization depicted by these axes. 

tang= 

Figure 3. The location of the axis of rotation for the 
exponential operator. 

ni _ kA 
n3 kp 

5 
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exponential operator are the diametrically opposite states defined by the intersection of 
this axis of rotation with the Poincaré sphere.' O-14 These eigenstates in general are not 
of a right and left circular polarization but are of an elliptical nature. 

OPERATOR WITH ABSORPTION 

A 
In this section we will derive the Jones matrix M for the liquid crystal by allowing 

for absorption. We will assume that each molecular layer absorbs light. 
Let ex and ey be the absorption coefficients (i.e., amount of amplitude absorption 

per unit length) for x and y states of polarization. In defining the amplitude absorption 
coefficients we have omitted a factor of 1/2 merely for convenience of notation. We follow 
the method of derivation given before. We first define the operator C0'(Sz) for a 

waveplate with absorption, where 

exp(iknx6z) 0 exp(fxSz) 0 
Co'(Sz) _ (16) 

0 exp(ikny6z) 0 exp(fySz) 

We now define the average and the mean difference for the refractive indexes and the 
absorption coefficients by 

=(nx+ny)/2, 

A=(nx-ny)l2, 

E = (ex +ey)l2, 

Ae = (ex - ey12. 

Eq. (16) may then be rewritten as 

Co'(Sz) = exp[i(kñ + iE)Sz] C'(Sz) 

where 

exp {+i(kA + iAe)Sz} 
C'(Sz) = 

0 

0 

exp { -i(kA + iAe)Sz} I 
(18) 

We now follow the method of the previous section, with the necessary changes 
having been made, to obtain the matrix operator M' of the liquid crystal with absorption. 
We find 



M' = exp[iL(kñ + 1(k L)lim[R(50)C'(Sz)]N. 
p N -°° 

The infinitesimal operator in the square bracket in Eq. (19) has the form 

1 + (ik - DE)Sz 
ROOK' (5z) = 

-kpSz 

and in terms of the Pauli spin matrices we find 

+kSz 

1 - (ik0 AE)Sz 

R(60)C'(5z) = ap + iSz [(k0 + it1E)ul - kpa3 ] . 
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(19) 

(20) 

Now we wish to raise this operator to the Nth power. The coefficient of u1 is 

complex, which complicates the situation. It is not obvious that the procedure adopted in 

the previous section is immediately applicable. We must first cast Eq. (20) in the form 

1480)C(8Z) = Op + i(8Z)4/I [a1 al - a3 03 

if the complex parameters 1¡i', al , and a3 satisfy the following relations: 

(21) 

Val = kA + ipE 

>y'a3 = kp , 1 (22) 

2 + 2= 1, 

then we are guaranteed the equivalence of Eq. (21) with Eq. (20). 
Because a1 2 + a3 2 = 1, we now also have (a1 u1 - a3 a3 )2 = ap . The latter equality 

and the relations in Eqs. (22) are just the properties we need to define the appropriate 
exponential operator as a limit of the Nth power of the operator in Eq. (20) for large N. 
Following the procedure of the previous section, it is immediately obvious that 

lim[R(S¢)C'(Sz)]N = exp UL, V(a1 al - a3a3)] . 

N->00 
(23) 

The formal structure of this operator is the same as the operator in Eq. (15) except that 
now the parameters are complex. Therefore, we have 

exp[iL>y'(a1 a1 - a303)] - 
cosLlp' + ial s1nL1P' 

-a3 s1nL O' 

+a3 s1nL 1!' 

cost 4/' - ial sinL if/' 

The operator M' for the liquid crystal with absorption is therefore 

M' = exp[iL(ki + iE)]R- 1(kpL)exp[iLtji'(a1 al - «303)] 

(24) 

(25) 
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We will postpone the interpretation of this operator until we obtain the solutions of Eqs. 
(22). 

The parameters 1p', al , and a3 are complex. We define their real and imaginary 
parts by superscripts (r) and (i), where 

i' = 4i'(r) + ity(i) 

al E a1(r) + ial (Z) , 

= 013 (r) + ia3 (i) 

(26) 

We determine the six quantities (ti'(r), ..., a3(0) through the six equations obtained by 
separating the real and imaginary parts in Eqs. (22). These equations can be solved in a 

straightforward manner. We exhibit only the solutions obtained. 
We define two coefficients a and b as 

a= 1+ kpZ (kZ AZ - AE2 )/(kz Az + AEZ )z 

b = (kAAEkp2 )/(k2 A2 + .42 )2 

(27) 

In terms of the a and b coefficients, the real and imaginary parts of the parameter a, are 

found to be 

a1(r) = ±[a ± (a2 + 4b2)1/211/2[2(a2 + 4b2)1-1/2 

al (i) = ±21/2b(a2 + 4b2 )-1/2[a ± (a2 + 4b2 )1/2]-1/2. 

(28) 

(29) 

The remaining four coefficients may be expressed in terms of al (r) and a1 (i) as follows: 

0'(r) = 1 (al(r)kA + %(t)A) 
I«1 12 

11i'(i) = 1 a1(r)AE - al (t )kA , 

Çjj)2 

a3 (r) = kp(k2 AZ + AEZ 
l 1 (a1(r)kA + a1(1)AE), 

a3 (i) _ -kp(kZ OZ + AEZ T1 (al (r)AE - al (i)kA). 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

Admittedly the expressions for the six parameters given in Eqs. (27) through (33) are 
complicated. But with a little effort they can be shown to satisfy the set of Eqs. (22). 
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All these parameters have been obtained in terms of the intrinsic parameters of the liquid 
crystal. 

Thus we have completely derived the matrix operator M' for the liquid crystal with 
absorption. The expression for M' is given in Eq. (25), and the parameters occurring in it 
are given in Eqs. (28) through (33). There are various limiting forms that may be studied 
for this operator. We will restrict ourselves to only two limiting cases of immediate 
interest. 

Consider first the case where the mean difference in absorption coefficients, Ac = 

(ex - ey) /2, is zero. In this case the three real parameters given in Eqs. (26) through (33) 
reduce to 

«, (r) = (kA)[k2A2 + kp2 l 11/2 = nl , 

Or) = [k2 4,2 + kp2 )+12 = tp , 

a3(r)=kp[k2A2 +kp211/2=n3 . 

The imaginary parts al (i), 1,'(i), and a3(0 are all zero. The parameters iLi, n1 , and n3 are 

the same as those defined for the operator M without absorption. Furthermore, if the 
absorption coefficients ex and ey are zero, then the operator M' given in Eq. (25) reduces 
to the operator M of Eq. (14) for the case of no absorption. 

As another interesting limit we consider the case of large pitch p; i.e., p - 00. In 
this limit the a and b coefficients of Eq. (27) become a = 1 and b = O. For this case 

the rest of the coefficients are zero. Thus in this limit the operator M' of Eq. (25) 
reduces to that of an ordinary waveplate of thickness L with absorption. 

We now ask whether right and left circular polarization can be eigenstates of the 
operator M' of Eq. (25) with absorption by an appropriate choice of the absorption 
coefficients ex and ey. For circular polarization to be an eigenstate of M', we must have 
the parameter al = O. The real part al (r) was determined through the quartic equation 

¡r a (r 
b2 

all) 
a2 + 4b2 alt) (a2 + 4b2 )2 

Then al (r) will be zero if b = 0, which (owing to the definition of b in Eq. (27)) implies 
that either the mean difference A in the refractive index is zero, or the mean difference 
Ac in absorption coefficients is zero, or the pitch p is large, making kp -4- O. In any case 

-0. 
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al(?) in Eq. (28) is zero if we choose the lower sign; i.e., a - (a2 + 4b2 )1/2 = O. But with 
this same condition the coefficient al (0 tends to (4ikrd), which is not equal to zero. 
Furthermore, this limiting value for al (0 is not acceptable because by hypothesis al (i) 
has to be real. Therefore, it is not possible to set the coefficient a1 = 0 to obtain right 
and left circular polarization as eigenstates of the liquid crystal operator M' for light 
propagating along the helical axis. 

CONCLUSION 

A 
We derived a Jones matrix operator M, Eq. (14), for the assumed form of the 

molecular structure of the liquid crystal in the cholesteric phase. We gave an 
interpretation of the action of the operator M in the Stokes space. Right and left circular 
polarization are not its eigenstates. We also derived a Jones operator for the liquid crystal 
with absorption. The formal structure of this operator Ìl1', Eq. (25), is the same as the 
operator M except that the parameters are now complex. The eigenstates of the operator 
M' are not circular polarization. In future investigations the eigenstates of the Jones 
operator should be studied for various wavelengths X and the pitch p. 
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